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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews May 2018

Photo opportunity of the Month

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Pest of Prey
Just when you thought you knew all about the pests that
can affect our bees - here’s another,  a honey buzzard
flying away with a piece of honeycomb. These buzzards
are protected and although their numbers are increasing
there are still only a few in the UK, with their nest sites
kept secret. Mainly they eat the larvae of wasps and bees
but as the photograph from National Geographic shows
they can do extensive damage to a bees nest. They also
eat hornets and will take them in flight or follow them back
to nest sites where larvae are excavated using the
buzzard’s powerful talons. They  can cope with stings and
have hard scaly feathers to protect their heads. Click this
link to see a video of a buzzard plundering a hornet’s nest.

Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that could
be featured here? Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

May, Wed’s
2nd,9th,16th,23rd,30th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 21:00)
Practical training, hive manipulations, lectures & talks.

Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan

May, Mon 7th Village Fete - Lower Kingswood (13:30 to 16:30)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA and Honey Sales.

Buckland Road, L.K.
Mike Hill

May, Sun 13th Cowpie County Show (11:00 to 17:00)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA and Honey Sales.

Blindley Heath.
Mike Hill

May, Mon 28th Surrey County Show (SBKA Honey Show) (All Day)
Compete on the Show Bench - Help on Stands & Displays

Stoke Park, Guildford
Online Entries

June, Wed’s
6th,13th,20th,27th

Summer Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 21:00)
Practical training, hive manipulations, lectures & talks.

Henfold Copse.
Andrew Buchanan

June,7th,8th 9th South of England (Bees & Honey Show) (All Days)
Compete on the Show Bench - Help on Stands & Displays

Ardingly Show Ground
Online Entries

June, Thu 14th Albury Childrens Day (10:00 to 15:00)
Promoting Bees, Beekeeping, RBKA and Honey Sales.

Albury Estate
Mike Hill

June, Sat 16th Mock Basics (09:00 to 12:00)
Coaching and Revision for the Assessement in July.

Henfold Copse.
C.Perry & B.Maurer

June, Sat 16th Taster Day (10:00 to 16:00)
Presentations, Demonstrations and Practical Sessions

Henfold Copse.
M. Hill & Team

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

Editorial

Well, they would need to, given the amount of clouds we and our bees are having to contend
with. And we have to admit to not being aware of any silver linings that would directly benefit
our bees.
However, being confined to the bee shed, we beekeepers do at least have even more time to
prepare for what happens when it does eventually stop raining and the sun comes out … and
stays out.

There are going to be some frustrated, possibly hungry and if you are really fortunate(?) maybe
even burgeoning colonies thinking about needing more space.  So please do check when possible
your bees stores and either feed syrup if needed, or add supers if not; monitor for swarm
preparations and as a back-up, have a swarm box prepared and supplied to your nearest Swarm
Collector. Two timely articles about the capacity of brood boxes and changing brood comb
provide good reading. And if you either have or are hoping for surplus honey to jar and sell, a
few essential points to consider for you jar labels are provided.

You may also have more time available than you anticipated to put together a few exhibits to
enter into both the Surrey County Show and the South of England Show. Take the opportunity
to perhaps try your hand at exhibiting for the first time. These two events also provide a great
chance to practice for both our own Honey Show and the National Honey Show in October.

This month, reports on recent events at both Mickleham and Henfold are about just some of
many activities that keeps RBKA ticking along. Whilst the Noticeboard includes news that this
year we will be ‘sharing’ our Summer BBQ with Surrey BKA and all its Divisions. So put that
date into your diary now … and be there.

Richard & Graham

Every Cloud Has A Silver Lining
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Members News

Hooray!  The sun had at last thrown some
warmth and cheer to our lives after a long and
miserable winter and early spring
The first two Weekly Sessions at Henfold Copse
were too cold to allow any earnest beekeeping
to take place. Despite that, for the second
session on Wednesday 11th April, such was the
enthusiasm of our members and visitors that
62 people arrived at Henfold.
The third session on 17th April was a different
matter! The sun shone well into the evening
and enhanced everyone's pleasure of inspecting
their allotted colony. Bob Maurer continued
his microscopic monitoring for Nosema
infestations. Varroa counts were also noted. To
round off a very pleasant evening, the kitchen
provided the usual tea/coffee and biscuits.
Thanks to Bob, Sue Hickson, Sue Moore,
Sarah MacDonald and Maggie Bourne for
their efforts to clear up afterwards.
On Saturday 7th April at Mickleham, RBKA's
Annual Auction was held. Again the weather
was not helpful but the work of Geoff Blay
(Auctioneer), Phil Elwell (Lot Transporter),
Vince Gallo (almost everything else), Lisa
Gallo, Keith Mackie, Peter Moore and Peter
Scroggs made the day well worth the effort.
In conjunction with the Auction, Bob Maurer,
Gill Simpson, Nigel Sones and Mary Wynn
inspected samples of bees, while Sue Hickson,
Maggie Minter, Sue Moore & Suzy Stevens
supplied refreshments throughout the day.
Paul Payne of Paynes Southdown Bee Farms
Ltd once again brought their stall with a large
range of new beekeeping equipment along in
support.
Thank you to all who helped to make the day
a great success.
Any visitor to Henfold Copse on the morning of
the following Saturday will have witnessed a
master class in 'Tree Felling’!
The master arborculturist among a very worthy
bunch of fit young members of RBKA, and one
rather decrepit old member, was Tim Burke
who shinned up the trees and did the felling.
The moment any part of a tree hit the ground,
the team of Colin Clement, Keith Mackie,
Peter Moore, Peter Scroggs and Mike
Welch pounced on it; whilst the rather decrepit

old member looked on. Small branches were
dragged to a bonfire while large logs were piled
up for collection by the team at a later date.
Again, Sue Moore kept the team fed and
watered with Bacon Butties coffee and tea.
A lot of laughter; a lot of sore backs next day;
but Job Done!  Thanks Fella's.
So, with luck, on to more sunny and warm
weather in May for there is much to do and
much going on:

On Wednesday 2nd May, once the light is
insufficient to deal with the bees, there will
be a Talk in The Pavilion on 'Starting Your
Beekeeping The Reigate Way'.
On Bank Holiday Monday, 7th May, we are
at the Kingswood Village Show.
On Sunday 13th May, at the Cow Pie Show
at The Blue Anchor Farm near Lingfield.
On Monday 28th May, at the Surrey County
Show in Guildford, Bob Maurer would
welcome some help in the Bee Tent.

And next month:
During the 7th to 9th June, at the South
Of England Show at Ardingly Showground,
Richard Bradfield & Pauline Sparkes
would welcome Show Bench entries for
the Bee Tent there.

The season of swarming is upon us! Do put
your supers on early. It might not prevent
swarming but it may give you a little more
time to draw up a plan to prevent your bees
from escaping!

Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773
07879 552582

andrewb38@btinternet.com

From ‘It Ain’t Half Hot’ to ‘Shiver Me Timbers’ … again.

Sensitivity to Bee Venom
Any member aware of their sensitivity to bee
venom MUST inform the Apiary Duty Officer
who will record their name and next of kin
contact details in a Register.
Additionally, any Member who usually carries
an EpiPen MUST inform the Duty Officer and
provide a signature authorising its use/non use
by a Qualified First Aider should the First Aider
consider it necessary.
EpiPen carriers MUST have the item in their
bee suit when attending bees.
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  Events News
Auction Activities on 7th April Report from Vince Gallo
Firstly, thank you to all who
contributed and participated in
a busy and successful  day.
Auction income
Buyers' fee      £48.00
Paynes donation              £20.00
Other donation                £  1.00
Refreshments                £172.11
Auction purchases        £3158.00
Total     =      £3399.11

Auction costs
Hall      £84.00
Advertising                     £30.00
Sellers' payments        £2854.50
Total                   =     £2968.50

Profit = £430.61

Plus, Sale of old extractors raised
£108 and, income from the Bee
Health Clinic was £33

Quite a number of the lots sold
had been donated to RBKA to
by members and public to
auction. As a result, £819.90
of the Seller Payments were to
RBKA.
Hammer prices were low, but
thanks to the amount of
donated equipment that we
gathered, the outcome was not
too shabby.

Vince Gallo

Spring Bee Health Clinic Report from Bob Maurer
This spring (I suppose it is
spring??) the adult bee
disease clinic results are a
little late as I held back
until we had processed all
the association colonies.
For better or worse we have always included
association colonies in our figures.

We tested a total of 45 samples including 12
from Henfold Copse.  10 members submitted
samples and 11 apiaries were sampled
(including Henfold Copse).
It’s worth noting that some degree of nosema
(mostly light) was found in 8 of the 11 apiaries
tested.
There were 2 heavy positives, 4 medium
positives and 5 light positives.  24.4% of the
samples we tested had some degree of
infection.  I have records of 49 clinics spanning
28 years and the average number of infected
samples over that period was 23.78% so this
spring we are about average.

How does this stack up with your apiary?
Do you know?

We did have one clinic, in 2004, when no
nosema was discovered from a total of 43
submitted samples.  A cynic could question the
eyesight of the microscopists but it is

interesting that the clinics before and after that
one showed very low positive results.
Conversely, in 2015 we tested 62 samples and
75.8% were positive!

At the end of season clinic in 2017 we tested
114 samples - a record.  This spring it was 45
which is a disappointingly small number from
an association with over 200 members.  The
average number of samples tested over the 28
years of our records is 56.81 so this spring we
are well below average.

Reigate BKA’s select band of microscopists are
ready to help.  Use us or lose us!

If you fancy having a go at
microscopy, an adult bee disease
clinic is a great way to dip a toe
in the water.  Come along and
help to grind up samples (no
experience necessary) and you
will get the chance to look down
a microscope when anything
interesting is found.

The next clinic will be at the end of the summer
season and will be well publicised.   In addition
to that, we have microscopes on site at Henfold
Copse so if you are interested and want to know
more just grab me for a chat.

Bob Maurer
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New Venue, New Date, New Plans
If you assumed that Reigate Beekeepers always held its Annual Show in Reigate venues, be
aware that this year we are returning to the Christian Centre Halls in Dorking; albeit after a
gap of 17 years. (Incidentaly, it has also been held in various Redhill venues).
A slightly later date this year, the 20th October … will give you some extra time to prepare your
exhibits, although you will still need to be registering their entry by the end of September. Look
out for the 2018 Schedule that will be available later this month.
The change of venue and date introduces some new challenges and the 2018 Beekeeping and
Honey Show team is already up and running, with fresh ideas and planning for the event and
its promotion.

Richard Bradfield
Show Manager

Return of Competition Class for comb judged on weight for the 2018 Honey Show
By popular demand, the Show Class ‘Competition Comb’ is reintroduced to the Honey Show
Bench for this year and you need to be thinking about this now if you want to enter.
You need to buy a pre-signed frame and wax from Henfold apiary on a Wednesday evening. All
frames must be signed by me before they are used or they won’t be eligible for judging. The
cost of the frame is £2.50 and they can be purchased from me before and after the meeting on
most Wednesdays from 9th May onwards. All you need to do is make up the frame, pop it in a
super and let the bees get on with it.
The class is judged on the weight of the frame and the heaviest frame will win. The class is open
to individuals and hive groups. So if your hive group at Henfold, or any hive groups in any other
RBKA apiary want to take part, you just need to get a frame and wax from me. There is no
charge for frames which will be used in RBKA hives, but they must still be signed by me before
they are put in the super.

Celia Perry
Entries Show Secretary

RBKA’s 2018 BeeKeeping and Honey Show

Make Sure Your Labels are Legal

Some basics about requirements for your
printed labels on jarred honey you offer for sale.
General: The label must be clear and easy to
read, permanent, easy to understand, easiliy
visible and not misleading.
Text Font Size: The RNIB recommend use of
Arial, Univers & New Century Schoolbook
fonts, with a  minimum point size of 12 or 14
and selective use only of block capitals & italics.
Product Name/Description: ‘Honey’ may be
used and can be supplemented with additional
words but these need to be clarifying and not
misleading.
Manufacturers Name & Address: A name
and a physical address where you can be
contacted by post. (eg, name/house/postcode)
Country of Origin: Statements such as
‘produce of England, UK Honey would be
acceptable. The manufacturers address on the
label is insufficient as a declaration of origin.

Regional Origins: can be described eg
‘Surrey Honey’, provided the honey comes
entirely from the indicated source.
Date Labelling: For Honey expected to keep
more than 18 months, ‘Best Before End’
followed by YYYY or reference to where the
Year is given on the labelling is sufficient.
Batch/Lot Code: Provides trace-ability of
product considered of the same nature &
quality in all respects. In its absence the BBE
Year or BBE Month & Year date could be used.
Net Quantity: (if over 5g) must be displayed
in units of gm or kg in the same field of vision
as the name. Minimum height of figures of
3mm (for 50g to 200g) and 4mm (for 200g to
1kg). Imperial wieghts may accompany the
metric declaration, and are exempt from the
minimum height requirements but may not be
larger or more prominent.

DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips
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  Notice Board (click the          to also find it and more on our website)

Download the Competition Schedule and
Entry form from:

http://www.surreycountyshow.co.u
k/pdf/bee-schedule.pdf

Equipment Product/Price List
2018

Available on the
Members website

CLICK HERE

The listing
provided by our

Quartermaster, is
based upon the Paynes Southdown
Bee Farms Ltd own current 2018

price listings in their catalogue and
on their website.

The discounted ‘Member Price’
shown in the list applies ONLY
to orders placed with the RBKA

Quartermaster.

Collect your orders from Henfold.

NO additional Delivery Charges.
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  Apiary News

If only to demonstrate
that our Chairman did
more than direct and
watch the efforts of the
band of tree fellers
during April, he took
some photographs as
well.  As described in
the Chairman’s Chat,
the removal of only a
few trees has notably
increased the useable
area on the ground for
hive stands.

Opening the Canopy by Richard Bradfield

The 2017/18 Winter Team Bow Out - Job Done by Simon Ford
The first Wednesday in April marked the
‘official’ handover of the Henfold colonies from
the Winter Team to the Summer Season
Education Meetings.

Of the 14 hives we took in to winter, all fourteen
survived, although on closer inspection at the
start of the new season only 12 had queens;
so it would be fairer to say that 12 were a
success.

The Autumn treatment of Apiguard and the
Christmas application of
oxalic acid had
reasonable results. The
first varroa count of the
Spring showed 7 hives
with up to just 2 mites
per day. However, the
other five had higher
counts (the worst was 10 mites per day), so we
will need to think about what we could do next
year to improve.

The feeding of fondant using plastic takeaway
boxes to put on just a small amount per hive

meant that we used
much less fondant overall
than last year and meant
we could monitor their
consumption and just
feed as necessary - thank
you Vince for that tip.

As well as looking after the bees, there was lots
of effort put into sorting and cleaning
equipment and tidying the bee shed ready for
the new season.

A big Thank You to all our Winter Team
volunteers for all their good humour and hard
work!

As always, we were amazed at how many
people were prepared to turn out in frankly
grim conditions, including snow, and always
achieve far more than we planned.
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  Equipment News

The National Hive - Is it Big Enough ?

The National hive, or as it is more accurately
known today, the Modified National, is claimed
to be the nation’s favourite choice. What
makes it so popular ?

First, the frames are very easy to handle with
conveniently long lugs to hold firmly. When the
frames are full of honey, they are not too
heavy and if the weather is hot the comb is not
likely to fall from the woodwork if mishandled.
And the recesses on each side of the boxes
make them easy to lift even when filled with
brood, bees and stores.

Eleven frames plus the essential dummy, when
filled to capacity, do not make lifting the brood
chamber a back-straining challenge for most
healthy beekeepers. This cannot be said for
larger brood chambers.

So, is it just too small in overall capacity, as is
the usual criticism from beekeepers with a
couple of seasons’ experience ?

Each National frame at 14” x 8.5” which is an
area of circa 200 square inches counting both
sides. That is around 5,400 cells per frame if
we have about 27 worker cells per square inch.
These days a young healthy, queen could lay
3,000 eggs per day, but say 2,500 per day
over a longer time. She has 11 frames
available and let’s assume perfect weather and
conditions, so theoretically the queen will take
(11 x 5,400 / 2,500) = 24 days to fill a national
brood chamber.

In reality of course, a percentage of cells will
be unavailable for egg laying. Combs may be
damaged or filled with pollen or honey. So, this
vigorous queen could easily fill the brood
chamber in 21 days or less. Why is that
important ? Because it will take at least 21
days from laying the first eggs for those cells
to become available again once the adults
emerge. If any cells contain drones then they
are not available again for 24 days.

This calculation tells us that all the combs in a
single National brood chamber must be in first
class condition. No damage, no old pollen - not
even cells filled with fresh pollen or honey. In
addition, for the few weeks a very good queen
might approach the laying rate of 3,000 eggs
per day, so managing space is important.

Use of two brood boxes (double brood) or a
brood box and a super (brood and a half) will
of course significantly increase the capacity.
But there are also techniques that can be used
to maximise the space available.
1.  Change Brood Combs
Be very conscientious about the age and
condition of brood combs. One of the
difficulties of replacing combs is that a poor
comb will often contain some good brood and
stores, however, a hard-line, pragmatic
approach is needed. No beekeeper likes to kill
brood but the brood lost will be more than
compensated for by the new fresh brood to
come. (This is the principle behind the shook
swarm technique.) Stored pollen is soon
replaced. The valuable honey stores in the old
combs can be removed easily by bruising the
cappings with a hive tool and placing the comb
outside the dummy frame. The bees will move
the exposed honey back into the brood nest
leaving a dry empty comb to destroy or render
down to extract the wax.
2.  Move Combs to Expand the Brood Nest
The central brood nest, on say 3 or 4 frames in
the Spring may be surrounded by completely
filled combs of stores on both sides of the
brood nest. Beekeepers call them ‘blockers’
because the queen will not or cannot lay
beyond them in outer frames which often may
be just empty cells. As far as the bees are
concerned there is a lack of space for vital
expansion even though to the beekeeper the
brood chamber appears to have plenty of room.

Early swarms in April will mostly be down to
this false space availability. The message is to
shuffle the combs: that is to move blocking
frames to an outer position, or remove excess
stores in the Spring to allow expansion of the
brood nest using drawn comb space for the
queen to lay.

So the common, popular, light and convenient
National hive has much to recommend it,
particularly if the double brood configuration is
used to provide capacity, and the beekeeper
manages the combs as described above.

based on and adapted from an article courtesy of
Glyn Davies, Devon BKA
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As a rule of thumb all brood comb should be
replaced every three years as part of routine
hygiene and disease / wax moth control.

Replacement can be carried out in various
ways. Shook swarms were originally to control
EFB, but it is also a good method of comb
replacement. The Bailey Comb Change is
designed to replace all comb at once whereas
a Gradual Replacement replaces about four
frames each year.

Gradual Replacement
Aim to replace four frames each year. At the
beginning of the season remove the four outer
frames and replace with fresh foundation.
Throughout the season move older drawn comb
to the outer edges of the brood nest, whilst
gradually moving fresher drawn comb towards
the centre of the nest.

Do not introduce a frame of undrawn comb into
the centre of the brood nest as this will split the
colony and can have disastrous consequences.

Instead, place the fresh comb in between the
stores and nest until it has been drawn and
eggs have been laid. This can then be moved
further into the nest as others older combs are
moved out. As this brood comb is old it should
ideally be cutout and burnt. The frames can be
sterilised and reused.

Bailey Comb Change
Best done on a STRONG, expanding colony in
early Spring – as early as March if the weather
is good enough. (Below)

A Bailey Comb Change can also be performed
in early Spring on a WEAKER colony (one that
is dwindling and found to be infected with
Nosema and occupying only 4 or 5 frames – 3
of brood) but there is a slightly different
approach. Extra care should be taken not to
stress the bees, in case of defecation and
therefore, the disease spreading. See the
explanation on the next page.

Image - Wimbledon BKA

Questions & Answers

How do I Change my Comb ?

How to do a Bailey Comb Change on a STRONG colony.
You will need a clean brood box filled with fresh
foundation, an eke, a contact feeder, a clean floor
and ideally, a new entrance.

1. From the original colony, remove all frames not
covered in bees and place a dummy board either
side.
2. Above this place a clean box, filled with frames
of fresh foundation. If possible (but not absolutely
necessary) arrange a new entrance between the two
brood boxes and close the old one off as it helps
reduce pollen stored in the old combs and transfer
of disease.

3. Then place the crownboard, and unless there is
a strong nectar flow feed with strong syrup (2lbs to
1 pt).
4. After 7 days check the top box for evidence of
a laying queen, if seen, isolate her in the top box by
placing a queen excluder between the two boxes.
5. After a 21 days (two weeks later after adding
the QE) all brood will have emerged. Remove the
original brood box and dispose of the comb
appropriately.
6. Replace the old floor with a clean one. If all comb
has been drawn, you should add a super.
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You will need a clean brood box filled with 3-4
frames drawn fumigated comb, queen excluder; an
eke, a contact feeder (or frame feeder), a clean floor
and a new entrance.

1. Open the colony, find queen and place that frame
(with her on) into clean brood box (mark comb to
identify it eg. with marking paint)
2. From the original colony, remove all frames not
covered in bees and place a dummy board either
side.
3. Above this place a queen excluder, a new
entrance then new box, filled with queen on frame
and 4 or 5 frames of drawn comb. Position dummy
boards on either side to tighten the frames. Then

place the crownboard and feed with strong syrup
(2lbs to 1pt).
4. Close the old entrance.
5. Once the queen is laying remove the old frame
which held the queen and replace with drawn comb.
6. After a 21 days all brood will have emerged.
Remove the original brood box reassemble the hive.
Replacing the old floor with a clean one. If all comb
has been drawn, you should add a super.
8 Destroy (burn) old combs fumigating only those
worth keeping using 80% acetic acid.

courtesy of Wimbledon BKA

How to do a Bailey Comb Change on a WEAK colony.

 Bailey Change Image - Wimbledon BKA / Bee Photo Somerton BKA

At the end of March or early in April, provided
it is warm enough, these solitary bees emerge
from where their mothers laid the eggs last
Summer. This is the way that solitary bees
survive. Last year’s generation is dead and
gone.

Slightly larger than honey bees these docile
bees can be found in grassy banks or lawns,
especially if south facing. Although solitary by
name, they prefer the company of others and
can be found occupying large areas of a bank.

These large aggregations are sometimes
reported as swarms, but of course, each
individual occupies its own burrow.

They may live in very close proximity to another
bee, but do not live in family groups like bumble
bees and honey bees.

They are widespread in England, with a bias
towards the south and west. A few are reported
in Scotland, but they obviously prefer warmer
temperature.

Predominantly
blue / black but

the thorax,
forelegs and face

are covered in
ashy white/grey

hairs, hence their
English name.

They are on the wing from March to June with
a few being recorded in July and August, but it
is widely believed that these are the result of
a second brood.

courtesy of Somerton BKA

Ashy Mining Bees (andrena cineraria)

 About those Other Bees an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins
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 Horticultural News

May Forage

The weather has been very changeable but
there is now plenty of forage available.

Trees
● Apples (malus domesticus)
● Buckeye (also Aesculus) the North

American equivalent our Horse Chestnut

● Crab apple (malus) often used as a
pollinator for domestic apples

● Horse chestnuts (Aesculus hippocastanum)
● Pears

Shrubs and Climbers
● Berberis – many varieties already in flower
● Ceanothus thyrsiflorus
● Cotoneasters, there are many shrub

varieties
● Currant fruit bushes, red, black and white
● Hawthorn
● Hollies – the male trees have pollen and the

female trees have the nectar. In the Holly
Walk at Kew Gardens, there are 115 of the
220 varieties

● Wisteria floribunda and sinensis

Perennials and Bulbs
● Alliums
● Dead nettle (lamium)
● Wallflowers (Erysimums) – short lived

perennials
● Heathers
● Peonies – open flowered varieties
● Poppies
● Strawberries
● Sweet Cicely (myrrhis odorata)

Annuals and Biennials
● Broad beans
● Erysimums (these occur as annuals and

biennials as well as perennials)

Wild Flowers
● Bluebells
● Dandelions - a very important food source

for bees

● Forget-me-nots
● Garlic mustard, aka Jack-by-the-hedge

(Alliaria petiolata)
● Lily of the valley
● Primroses

courtesy of Margaret Lennard, Farnham BKA

Photographs  - Farnham BKA

Buckeye

Sweet Cicely

Dandelions

Bee on Holly
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 Topical News
Varroa to Treat or Not to Treat ?

Despite it being 25 years since varroa was first
detected in the UK, the debate over whether or
not to treat bees or leave them to develop their
own tolerance or resistance still rages.

The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs recently
published a serious article on this topic after
studying research from all over the World. They
summarised their crucial findings as:-
● Treating against varroa destructor not only

prevents host parasite co-evolution, but may
also add to the exposure to pesticides
thereby possibly compromising colony health.

● Recent evidence suggests substantial local
adaptations of honey bees enhancing colony
survival.

● Breeding for varroa destructor-resistance
over more than 20 years has still not resulted
in survival of untreated colonies, but natural
selection has delivered it multiple times,

thereby suggesting that breeders should
choose traits favoured by natural selection.
This suggests fundamental conceptual flaws
in both commercial honey bee queen rearing
and breeding.

● Since the fitness of a honey bee colony clearly
is the number of surviving swarms as well as
the number of successfully mating drones (all
other traits are only tokens of fitness), the
selection by beekeepers for low swarming
tendency of colonies and removal of drone
brood, mainly to combat varrao destructor,
remain probably the key factors in limiting
natural selection for varroa resistance.

● Beekeeping interference with natural
selection, in combination with globalisation
of apiculture may have had serious ill effects
upon bee health and any natural
development of varroa resistance.
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Lithium Chloride – A Silver Bullet Varroa Treatment ?

Recent news stories have suggested that
lithium chloride is highly effective at killing
varroa mites when fed to host bees at low
concentrations.

Researchers were looking at modified RNA
(Ribonucleic acid) as a way of eradicating
varroa mites. The idea was to allow bees to
ingest this modified RNA which would be passed
on to the mites, interfering with their ability to
reproduce and hence killing them off.

Experiments started with a small number of
caged bees and then brood-free artificial
swarms with a queen and several thousand
bees demonstrating the potential of lithium as
a miticidal agent. The mites did die within three
days as a result of the lithium chloride.

Further experiments were undertaken using
lithium chloride directly which indicated it kills
96% of the mites. However fed for three days
it also reduces the life of the bee by 25%. Fed
for one day, it does not appear to reduce their
life span and kills 93% of the mites.

But the story isn’t as simple as it appears in
the news.

Experiments with swarms may not show what
happens with full colonies. The most important
difference is the lack of brood. If this treatment
is combined with the feeding before the Winter,
there is still brood in the colonies. This  changes
completely the dynamics of a treatment. Most
importantly, it has to be safe for the brood. This
hasn’t been studied.

We also don’t know if the efficacy decreases
further in full colonies as it did in the artificial
swarms. There are many questions to answer.
When will be the best time to treat; in what
concentrations; only once or repeatedly; is
there a risk of resistance; do residues remain
in the bee products ?

All these questions need answers before lithium
chloride is declared a ‘silver bullet’.
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